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First published in 1978, A Good School is perhaps the most autobiographical of Richard Yates novels. The setting is Dorset Academy, a private, all-male prep school in northern Connecticut a somewhat odd yet well-intentioned institution which, unbeknownst to the parents who send their boys there, turns out to be on the brink of financial collapse.
A Good School by Richard Yates
A Good School is a novel by Richard Yates first published in 1978. It is set at a fictional Connecticut prep school in the early 1940s and relates the coming of age of a group of mainly WASP boys who at the same time prepare themselves, if half-heartedly, to go to war immediately after graduation .
A Good School - Wikipedia
A GOOD SCHOOL is about a Connecticut boy's prep school during the World War II years. The book begins and ends with a first person narrator who is accepted to the school. The middle of the book is third-person and covers years in the lives of the faculty and students of this "strange" school (strange is an objective term used by others).
Good School: Yates, Richard: 9780312420390: Amazon.com: Books
Bookshop. IndieBound. Powells. Richard Yates, who died in 1992, is today ranked by many readers, scholars, and critics alongside such titans of modern American ficiton as Updike, Roth, Irving, Vonnegut, and Mailer. In this work, he offers a spare and autumnal novel about a New England prep school.
A Good School ¦ Richard Yates ¦ Macmillan
Richard Yates, who died in 1992, is today ranked by many readers, scholars, and critics alongside such titans of modern American ficiton as Updike, Roth, Irving, Vonnegut, and Mailer. In this work, he offers a spare and autumnal novel about a New England prep school. At once a meditation on the twilight of youth and an examination of America's entry into World War II, A Good School tells the stories of William Grove, the
quiet boy who becomes an editor of the school newspaper; Jack Draper, a ...
A Good School: A Novel by Richard Yates, Paperback ...
Online Library A Good School Richard Yates Academy in Connecticut, is the setting for this very short novel --just 178 pages and seven chapters long. The school is an all male prep school on the brink of financial disaster. The story takes place around the time World War II began. A Good School (Vintage
A Good School Richard Yates
A Good School (Paperback) Published December 13th 2007 by Vintage Classics. Paperback, 192 pages. Author (s): Richard Yates. ISBN: 0099518589 (ISBN13: 9780099518587) Edition language: English.
Editions of A Good School by Richard Yates
Buy a cheap copy of A Good School book by Richard Yates. Richard Yates, who died in 1992, is today ranked by many readers, scholars, and critics alongside such titans of modern American ficiton as Updike, Roth, Irving,...
A Good School book by Richard Yates - ThriftBooks
A Good School (1978) Liars in Love (1981) (stories) Young Hearts Crying (1984) Cold Spring Harbor (1986) The Collected Stories of Richard Yates (2004) Filmography. The Bridge at Remagen (screenplay) (1969) Lie Down in Darkness (unproduced screenplay) (1985) Revolutionary Road (2008) References
Richard Yates (novelist) - Wikipedia
Richard Yates was a poet of post-World War II loneliness and disappointment, creating in his finest stories and in his masterpiece, "Revolutionary Road," indelible, Edward Hopperesque portraits of ...
Richard Yates - The New York Times
All Books Children's Books School Books History Fiction Travel & Holiday Arts & Photography Mystery & Suspense Business & Investing Books Fiction
A Good School: Yates, Richard: Amazon.sg: Books
A Good School by Richard Yates A copy that has been read, but remains in clean condition. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. The spine may show signs of wear. Pages can include limited notes and highlighting, and the copy can include previous owner inscriptions. An ex-library book and may have standard library stamps and/or stickers.
A Good School by Richard Yates 9780440032465 ¦ eBay
A Good School: Yates, Richard: Amazon.sg: Books. Skip to main content.sg. Hello Select your address All Hello, Sign in. Account & Lists Account Returns & Orders. Cart All ...
A Good School: Yates, Richard: Amazon.sg: Books
A Good School. Richard Yates $3.99 - $16.02. A Special Providence. Richard Yates $3.99 - $15.53. Liars in Love. Richard Yates $4.19 - $50.49. Revolutionary Road / The Easter Parade / Eleven Kinds of Loneliness. Richard Yates $4.79 - $24.44. William Styron's Lie Down in Darkness: A Screenplay. Richard Yates $14.39.
Richard Yates Books ¦ List of books by author Richard Yates
A GOOD SCHOOL is about a Connecticut boy's prep school during the World War II years. The book begins and ends with a first person narrator who is accepted to the school. The middle of the book is third-person and covers years in the lives of the faculty and students of this "strange" school (strange is an objective term used by others).
Amazon.com: A Good School: A Novel (Audible Audio Edition ...
A Good School by Richard Yates A copy that has been read, but remains in clean condition. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. The spine may show signs of wear. Pages can include limited notes and highlighting, and the copy can include previous owner inscriptions. At ThriftBooks, our motto is: Read More, Spend Less.
A Good School by Richard Yates ¦ eBay
A TRAGIC HONESTY. The Life and Work of Richard Yates. By Blake Bailey. Illustrated. 671 pp. New York: Picador. $35. RICHARD YATES is one of literature's nearly men -- no loser but never quite an ...
Waiting for a Break That Never Came - The New York Times
Buy A Good School by Yates, Richard online on Amazon.ae at best prices. Fast and free shipping free returns cash on delivery available on eligible purchase.
A Good School by Yates, Richard - Amazon.ae
"A Good School" follows the adolescent adventures of William Grove, a boy with no father figure (his parents are divorced) who tries to make a man out of himself after he is shipped to a boarding school designed for children who don't fit in. Left to his own devices, without any real encouragement from the school or at home, and after several difficult missteps that nearly cement him as a permanent outcast, William
slowly and unknowingly begins to make a name for himself by throwing himself ...

Richard Yates, who died in 1992, is today ranked by many readers, scholars, and critics alongside such titans of modern American fiction as Updike, Roth, Irving, Vonnegut, and Mailer. In this work, he offers a spare and autumnal novel about a New England prep school. At once a meditation on the twilight of youth and an examination of America's entry into World War II, A Good School tells the stories of William Grove, the
quiet boy who becomes an editor of the school newspaper; Jack Draper, a crippled chemistry teacher; and Edith Stone, the schoolmaster's young daughter, who falls in love with most celebrated boy in the class of 1943.
Set in a New England boarding school as America prepares to enter into World War II, an elegant and witty novel follows three unforgettable characters--William Grove, the quiet editor of the school newspaper, Jack Draper, a crippled chemistry teacher, and Edith Stone, the schoolmaster's young daughter. Reprint.
William Grove is a nervous teenager trying to fit in at his new boarding school. Jack Draper is a teacher whose wife is cheating on him with one of his colleagues. Edith Stone is the daughter of the English master who falls in love with the most popular boy in school. Their stories twine together in the claustrophobic confines of the small community of Dorset Academy. And them comes Pearl Harbor and suddenly they are
faced with larger issues than the day-to-day problems and politics of school life.
The devastating effects of work, adultery, rebellion, and selfdeception slowly destroy the once successful marriage of Frank and April Wheeler, a suburban American couple. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
In The Easter Parade, first published in 1976, we meet sisters Sarah and Emily Grimes when they are still the children of divorced parents. We observe the sisters over four decades, watching them grow into two very different women. Sarah is stable and stalwart, settling into an unhappy marriage. Emily is precocious and independent, struggling with one unsatisfactory love affair after another. Richard Yates's classic novel is
about how both women struggle to overcome their tarnished family's past, and how both finally reach for some semblance of renewal.
Now available in eBook for the first time, Richard Yates's groundbreaking collection of short fiction. The stories in Liars in Love are concerned with troubled relations and the elusive nature of truth. Whether it be in the depiction of the complications of divorced families, grown-up daughters, estranged sisters, office friendships or fleeting love affairs, the pieces in this collection showcase Richard Yates's extraordinary gift
for observation and his understanding of human frailty. In this collection, you'll discover some of the most influential and sharply observed short fiction of the 20th century, and find out why Richard Yates was a true American master.
An incisive portrait of celebrated American novelist and short short writer Richard Yates describes his turbulent personal life, his struggle with alcoholism and manic depression, his financial woes, and his remarkable literary works--including The Easter Parade and Revolutionary Road--chronicling the desperation of the American middle class. Reprint.
A literary event of the highest order, The Collected Stories of Richard Yates brings together Yates's peerless short fiction in a single volume for the first time. Richard Yates was acclaimed as one of the most powerful, compassionate, and technically accomplished writers of America's postwar generation, and his work has inspired such diverse talents as Richard Ford, Ann Beattie, André Dubus, Robert Stone, and Kurt
Vonnegut Jr. This collection, as powerful as Yate's beloved Revolutionary Road, contains the stories of his classic works Eleven Kinds of Loneliness (a book The New York Times Book Review hailed as "the New York equivalent of Dubliners") and Liars in Love; it also features nine new stories, seven of which have never been published. Whether addressing the smothered desire of suburban housewives, the white-collar
despair of Manhattan office workers, the grim humor that attends life on a tuberculosis ward, or the moments of terrified peace experienced by American soldiers in World War II, Yates examines every frayed corner of the American dream. His stories, as empathetic as they are unforgiving, are like no others in our nation's literature. Published with a moving introduction by the novelist Richard Russo, this collection will
stand as its author's final masterpiece.
In Young Hearts Crying, Yates movingly portrays a man and a woman from their courtship and marriage in the 1950s to their divorce in the 70s, chronicling their heartbreaking attempts to reach their highest ambitions. Michael Davenport dreams of being a poet after returning home from World War II Europe, and at first he and his new wife Lucy enjoy their life together. But as the decades pass and the success of others
creates an oppressive fear of failure in both Michael and Lucy, their once bright future gives way to a life of adultery and isolation. With empathy and grace, Yates creates a poignant novel of the desires and disasters of a tragic, hopeful couple.
In a startling change of direction, cult favorite Tao Lin presents a dark and brooding tale of illicit love that is his most sophisticated and mesmerizing writing yet. Richard Yates is named after real-life writer Richard Yates, but it has nothing to do with him. Instead, it tracks the rise and fall of an illicit affair between a very young writer and his even younger--in fact, under-aged--lover. As he seeks to balance work and love, she
becomes more and more self-destructive in a play for his undivided attention. His guilt and anger builds in response until they find themselves hurtling out of control and afraid to let go. Lin's trademark minimalism takes on a new, sharp-edged suspense here, zeroing in on a lacerating narrative like never before--until it is almost, in fact, too late.
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